The impaired response inhibition and salience attribution (iRISA) model proposes that impaired response inhibition and salience attribution underlie drug seeking and taking. To update this model, we systematically reviewed 105 task-related neuroimaging studies (n > 15/group) published since 2010. Results demonstrate specific impairments within six large-scale brain networks (reward, habit, salience, executive, memory, and self-directed networks) during drug cue exposure, decision making, inhibitory control, and socialemotional processing. Addicted individuals demonstrated increased recruitment of these networks during drug-related processing but a blunted response during non-drug-related processing, with the same networks also being implicated during resting state. Associations with real-life drug use, relapse, therapeutic interventions, and the relevance to initiation of drug use during adolescence support the clinical relevance of the results. Whereas the salience and executive networks showed impairments throughout the addiction cycle, the reward network was dysregulated at later stages of abuse. Effects were similar in alcohol, cannabis, and stimulant addiction.
Introduction
Drug addiction is a disorder that encompasses excessive drug seeking and taking, as well as fundamental changes in cognition and emotional processing. Its core clinical symptoms and behavioral manifestations comprise a chronically relapsing cycle of intoxication, bingeing, withdrawal, and craving that propels uncontrollable drug use despite adverse consequences and a reduction in the pleasure derived from the drug. Whereas much of the early research on drug addiction focused on understanding the rewarding properties of drugs, more recent research has made it increasingly clear that subtle cognitive and emotional impairments support the initiation, escalation, and maintenance of this cycle. One model that describes the contribution of emotional and cognitive processes to drug addiction is the impaired response inhibition and salience attribution (iRISA) model (see Volkow, 2002 with an update in 2011) . This model proposed that impairments of two broad neuropsychological functions-response inhibition and salience attribution-and their underlying neural substrates contribute to craving, intoxication, bingeing, and withdrawal across a broad range of substance addictions, including nicotine, alcohol, and illicit drug addictions Volkow, 2002, 2011) . Its main hypotheses were based both on early neuroimaging work and seminal findings in animals suggesting that both the loss of inhibitory control and enhanced incentive salience of the drug propel drug seeking and taking (Jentsch and Taylor, 1999; Robinson and Berridge, 1993) . The current review was conducted to update the iRISA model with the most recent evidence from the neuroimaging literature to characterize impairments of inhibition and salience processing across different drug addictions. It includes all neuroimaging research that used any task paradigm to investigate an addicted population since the year 2010. The included task paradigms ranged from reinforcer/reward-related processing (e.g., drug cue exposure and monetary rewards), to decision making (e.g., choice and gambling paradigms), to inhibitory control (e.g., stop signal task, go/no go, Stroop tasks, and cognitive reappraisal), to social-emotional tasks (both passive viewing and active), sensory processing, attention, working memory, and learning tasks. To summarize this literature, we assessed brain function in drug addiction across a number of large-scale networks (introduced below), including findings from whole-brain analyses of significant group differences or group by task-interaction effects. For a comprehensive review of the literature on animal studies, which is beyond the scope of this review, we refer the reader to three recent review papers on drug addiction endophenotypes (including cognitive/behavioral impairments) that are based on rodent and non-human primate models (Belin et al., 2016; Dalley et al., 2011; Everitt and Robbins, 2016) .
We organized the results across six large-scale brain networks that showed impairment of brain function in addiction in the studies summarized in this review: (1) the ''reward network,'' which includes subcortical and cortical brain regions activated during the appraisal of subjective value (nucleus accumbens [NAcc]/ventral striatum, subgenual/rostral anterior cingulate [sgACC/rACC] , anterior prefrontal cortex [aPFC] , and orbitofrontal cortex [OFC] ); (2) the striatal ''habit network,'' which underlies learning of automatized behavior (dorsal caudate and putamen); (3) the ''salience network,'' regions involved in (re)directing attentional resources toward salient stimuli (anterior insula, dorsal anterior cingulate [dACC] , and inferior parietal lobule [IPL] ; often also named the ventral frontoparietal attention network); and (4) the ''executive network,'' which supports the selection of possible behavioral responses (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex [vlPFC] and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [dlPFC] , often also named the inhibitory control network). Two additional networks that were found to be relevant to brain function in drug addiction but were not discussed in our prior reviews of the iRISA model are (5) the ''self-directed network,'' which is activated during self-directed/referential cognitive processes (dorsomedial PFC [dmPFC] , posterior cingulate cortex [PCC] , and precuneus; often also named the default mode network) and (6) the ''memory network'' involved in flexible, multi-cue learning and memory (hippocampus, parahippocampus, and rhinal and retrosplenial cortex). As these brain networks encompass impaired brain function in addiction on a whole-brain level, this review is the first systematic attempt to integrate what we know about the function of each of these networks into a comprehensive model underlying drug addiction symptomatology. All studied brain networks are summarized in Figure 1 .
The delineation of these six brain networks was in part driven by the patterns of co-activation observed in our review (generally the regions within the defined networks were found to be consistently co-activated, showing either hypo-or hyperactivation depending on the task context) but was foremost informed by our current understanding of the underlying function of each of these networks according to the basic neuroscience literature on brain function in animal models and healthy humans. We postulate that each brain network supports a certain task-related dimension, independent of the specific task performed (e.g., the visual system always supports visual scene analysis, whereas the reward network supports the appraisal of subjective value, independent of the task performed). As the reviewed tasks were highly complex, hence involving many brain networks, we interpret aberrant activation in a specific brain network as an impairment of that specific task aspect (e.g., aberrant activation of the reward network was interpreted to suggest impaired subjective value appraisal, independent of the actual task performed, such as, for example, a drug cue exposure or a monetary reward gambling task). Understanding the core function of each brain network was thus crucial to our understanding of the impairments observed in drug addiction and is hence described here in some detail.
The neuroscience literature suggests that the reward network (NAcc/sgACC/rACC/OFC/aPFC) supports the appraisal of subjective value by integrating incentive motivational value in the NAcc (Milton and Everitt, 2012) , computing subjective value and reward expectations, or, more broadly, estimating expected outcomes in the rostral cingulate (sgACC/rACC) and OFC (Chase et al., 2015; Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007; Schoenbaum et al., 2016; Sescousse et al., 2013) and representing abstract subjective value (e.g., secondary rewards) in the aPFC (Badre, 2008; Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007; Sescousse et al., 2013) . In human neuroimaging studies, the reward network shows a stronger response to salient positive as compared to negative events, in contrast to the salience network (insula/dACC), which reacts strongly to any salient stimulus, independent of valence (Bartra et al., 2013) . In drug addiction, the reward network has been implicated in reinforcement learning (NAcc; Milton and Everitt, 2012) , delay discounting (NAcc/OFC/sgACC; Robbins et al., 2012) , and drug cue exposure, with its activation levels correlating with self-reported craving and urge to use (NAcc/rACC; K€ uhn and Gallinat, 2011; Wilson and Sayette, 2015) , in line with a primary function of this network in integrating and representing subjective value.
The habit network (dorsal caudate/putamen) has been shown to underlie stimulus-response learning (Milton and Everitt, 2012) and as such drives the automatization of behavior (Everitt and Robbins, 2005) , with the caudate being implicated in the initiation of behavior and the putamen specifically supporting habit learning (Grahn et al., 2008) . In addicted individuals, an increased involvement of the habit network seems to underlie the transition from voluntary goal-directed behavior to compulsive drug-seeking and taking Robbins, 2005, 2016) , consistent with a primary role of this network in strengthening non-voluntary, automatic behavior.
The salience network (insula/dACC/IPL) encompasses brain regions that react to highly relevant stimuli (Corbetta et al., 2008) , independent of their valence (Bartra et al., 2013) , with the insula most likely integrating interoceptive information Results were integrated for six large-scale brain networks that showed aberrant activation levels in individuals with addiction (color coding is the same for all figures and tables). Here, we also indicate which task aspect each brain network supports, based on our current understanding of the basic neuroscience literature on animals and healthy humans (as described in the introduction). (Naqvi and Bechara, 2009; Sutherland et al., 2012) and the dACC and IPL having a core function in the allocation of attentional control (Corbetta et al., 2008; Shenhav et al., 2013) . In drug addiction, activation levels in this network correlate with self-reported craving (insula/dACC/IPL; K€ uhn and Gallinat, 2011) as well as the urge for drug seeking (Naqvi and Bechara, 2009) , supporting an involvement of this network in redirecting attentional resources.
The executive network (vlPFC and dlPFC) has been suggested to play a primary role in the representation and maintenance of goals during motivated behavior, hence supporting the selection of a behavioral response (Badre, 2008; Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007; Miller and Cohen, 2001 ). In animals, as well as humans, this network supports the inhibition of motor and cognitive responses and as such is also involved in tasks requiring cognitive flexibility (Aron et al., 2014; Jentsch and Taylor, 1999; Robbins et al., 2012) . Both the dlPFC and vlPFC have been implicated in impaired inhibitory control in drug addiction, showing hypoactivation during motor response inhibition tasks (Luijten et al., 2014) and cognitive self-regulation , which is in line with a crucial role of this network in response selection.
The self-directed network (dmPFC/PCC/precuneus) has been linked to self-focused processing, particularly to supporting higher cognitive regulatory functions, such as self-awareness and self-reflection (Murray et al., 2012; Northoff et al., 2006) . Evidence implicates the dmPFC in the representation of self-relevant stimuli (Abraham, 2013; Murray et al., 2012) , whereas PCC and precuneus may have a more general function in evaluating familiarity and personal relevance (Qin and Northoff, 2011) . In addicted individuals, activation levels in this network have been shown to correlate with self-reported craving and the urge to use (K€ uhn and Gallinat, 2011; Wilson and Sayette, 2015) ; aberrant activity in this network has been linked to a decreased ability to efficiently engage in non-self-directed cognitively demanding tasks (Sutherland et al., 2012) and to deficient tagging of self-relevance and impaired self-awareness (Lucantonio et al., 2014; Moeller and Goldstein, 2014) , stressing the role of this network in self-regulatory/referential processes.
The memory network (hippocampus, parahippocampus, and rhinal and retrosplenial cortex) represents flexible, relational memory (Doll et al., 2015; Ritchey et al., 2015) by supporting associative learning of multiple rather than single cues (Eichenbaum et al., 1990 ). This network is involved in the flexible use of learned information as compared to repetitive behaviors (Eichenbaum et al., 1990; Packard, 2009; Schwabe, 2013) , supporting adaptive higher cognitive functions (Schwabe, 2013) and playing an important role in voluntary, goal-directed behavior (Doll et al., 2015) . Whereas the involvement of this network in drug addiction has been studied to a lesser extent than the other described brain networks, there is evidence suggesting that stress impacts the relative use of this system such that it shifts learning and memory away from these more flexible, ''cognitive'' systems toward the more reflexive, ''habitual'' processes supported by the habit network (Schwabe, 2013 (Schwabe, , 2017 .
The current review summarizes the findings across these six brain networks and integrates the recent literature into the iRISA model. First, the iRISA model predicts that individuals with addiction demonstrate increased recruitment of relevant brain networks during drug-related processing while showing decreased engagement of relevant brain networks when drugrelated stimuli are absent (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011) . Second, the model proposes that impaired salience attribution (drug > all other non-drug reinforcers) would be associated with an abnormal engagement of the reward, salience, and habit networks concomitantly associated with impairments in response inhibition, highlighting the importance of the executive network in drug addiction (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011) .
Methods

Study Selection
We performed a systematic literature search to identify fMRI studies investigating task performance in drug addiction. The Medline/PubMed search term was comprised of the language (''English''), a term for selecting neuroimaging papers (''fMRI'' OR ''functional magnetic resonance imaging'' OR ''functional imaging''), a term defining the experimental paradigm (reward OR ''cue reactivity'' OR ''cue exposure'' OR ''drug cue'' OR craving OR cognitive OR executive OR inhibition OR regulation OR reappraisal OR attention OR learning OR extinction OR memory OR insight OR meta-cognition OR decision OR choice OR judgment OR risk OR gambling), and a term defining the population (marijuana OR cannabis OR ''THC'' OR cocaine OR methamphetamine OR amphetamine OR stimulant OR ecstasy OR ''MDMA'' OR heroin OR opiate OR ''opioid addiction'' OR polysubstance OR ''drug abuse'' OR ''drug addiction'' OR ''drug dependence'' OR ''substance abuse'' OR ''substance addiction'' OR ''substance dependence'' OR ''nicotine dependence'' OR ''nicotine addiction'' OR ''chronic smokers'' OR ''lifetime smokers'' OR ''alcohol abuse'' OR ''alcohol dependence'' OR ''alcohol addiction''). Only studies adhering to the following criteria were included in the systematic review (the brain function during resting-state and in youth at risk were evaluated based on our previous reviews on these topics): (1) studies published in English, in a peer-reviewed journal, from 2010 until 2017; (2) task-related original research studies performed in adult human subjects that compared individuals with substance dependence and healthy subjects; and (3) studies with a minimal group size of n = 15 after exclusion that computed whole-brain contrasts using adequate thresholding procedures (e.g., cluster thresholding, false discovery rate/family-wise error rate [FDR/FEW] correction) (Eklund et al., 2015) . See Figure 2 for the PRISMA Flow Diagram on the number of found and included studies.
Data Extraction
We summarized the methods used in the reviewed studies in the supplementary tables, including (1) the studied population; (2) drug use status; (3) the sample size; (4) the employed task paradigm; (5) important interventions; (6) behavioral effects; (7) brain effects (per network in Table S1 and per region in Table S2 ); (8) associations with drug use, treatment, or relapse; (9) study site; (10) percentage of women included; and (11) performed gender comparisons. We reported (1) group differences in activation level independent of the task condition (e.g., marked as ''A>HC'' or ''HC>A''), (2) group differences in activation level for a specific task condition [e.g., marked as ''A>HC (reward)'' or ''HC>A (reward)''], and (3) group differences in activation level for a specific task condition as contrasted against a control condition (e.g., marked as ''G*T([A)(punishment)''; see legends of Tables S1 and S2). As findings may not necessarily be comparable across different studies given the use of different labeling systems, we relabeled all originally reported results using a single labeling system based on the MRIcron Brodmann template (see Data S2 for the complete list of labels). When required, we transformed the originally reported peak coordinates into MNI space using Brett's Talairach to MNI algorithm (https://www. sdmproject.com/utilities/). Similarly, we used consistent labels for the different conditions across different tasks (e.g., the ''incongruent'' condition of the Flanker task and the ''NoGo'' condition of the Go/NoGo task were both relabeled as ''conflict'' condition; see Tables S1 and S2).
Results
After an extensive literature search (869 studies were identified through Pubmed/Medline), we identified 105 large studies (n > 15 per group) using a task paradigm, which included a comparison with a control group and performed corrected wholebrain analyses (see PRISMA flow diagram; Figure 2 ). The search was limited to recently published articles (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) . We reviewed a total of 118 between-group analyses, as 13 studies used multiple task paradigms (Tables S1 and S2 ; for a complete reference list, see Data S1). About half (47%) of the studies investigated stimulant addiction (substances: 23% cocaine; 9% methamphetamine; 7% any stimulant use; and 7% nicotine) with the other half being divided to alcohol (25%), cannabis (17%), heroin (5%), ecstasy (2%), or other substance addictions The search in Pubmed/Medline identified 869 studies. We included 105 large studies (n > 15 per group) that used a task paradigm comparing an addicted population to a control group through corrected whole-brain analyses.
(4%; Figure 3 ). Considering the prevalence of use and harm inflicted at both the individual and societal levels, it is clear that nicotine and opiate addictions are disproportionally underrepresented in the recent literature (prevalence current use nicotine: 23.5% of US population, National Survey on Drug Use and Health [NSDUH] 2016: https://www. samhsa.gov; >50% of overdose deaths involve opioids; Rudd et al., 2016) . Remarkably, whereas 51 studies on nicotine addiction were identified in the search, the majority (59%) lacked a comparison to healthy controls and another 22% had a small sample size or did not perform a whole-brain analysis. Further, smokers were generally included based on cigarette count per day (>12 cigarettes) rather than diagnostic interviews. Similarly, research into cannabis addiction used less stringent inclusion criteria; only 10% of the studies included cannabis users diagnosed with ''dependence'' using standard clinical interviews. Across all addicted populations, women were grossly undersampled, with-on average-females constituting only 25% of the included participants. Overall, 30% of studies did not include any females and 40% included one to nine females, so in total, 70% of studies included less than ten females in their study design ( Figure 3 ). Only 7% of the reviewed studies conducted gender comparisons, and only three of the reviewed studies were well powered for conducting gender comparisons (n > 20 females). Further, there were strong geographic biases in the studied populations (Table S2 ). The large majority of studies on illicit stimulant use (78% of studies on cocaine, methamphetamine, or any stimulant use), but none of the recent research on heroin addiction and only a minority of studies on alcohol (32%) and cannabis (38%) abuse, were performed in the US (other countries with a large number of studies included China, Korea, the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, and Spain). These geographic biases are likely linked to differences in socio-cultural-economic factors (e.g., health care), genetic predispositions (e.g., alcohol flush response in Asians), and recruitment strategies per country (e.g., biases in sampled socioeconomic status). Moreover, geographic biases were often much stronger when studies were split according to the task paradigms (e.g., all alcohol and cannabis studies on attention and working memory were performed in Germany/the Netherlands, whereas US research studied attention in smokers only; in contrast, all studies on sensory processing were performed in individuals with illicit stimulant addiction in the US). Finally, drug use status on the day of scanning differed systematically depending on the primary drug of choice. Alcohol users were generally scanned abstinent, whereas smokers were often imaged immediately after smoking. Individuals with heroin addiction usually participated in methadone maintenance programs, whereas cocaine users, similarly to the alcohol users, were imaged abstinent. Studies on cannabis and stimulants other than cocaine were distributed evenly between abstinent and non-abstinent individuals.
The main focus of the current review was thus to integrate the findings per task paradigm and across addicted populations, focusing on converging effects between different addicted populations rather than on comparisons between them. Overall, the selected studies used a wide array of tasks, most often investigating inhibitory control (26%) and then drug cue exposure (19%), social-emotional task paradigms (16%), decision making (12%), and non-drug reward processing (10%), whereas fewer studies looked into attention or working memory (5%), sensory processing (3%), and other (often learning) tasks (9%; Figure 3 ). With the exception of studies investigating ''other tasks,'' the results are summarized below (see Table S1 for the results on the network level and Table S2 for the results per brain region).
Drug Cue Exposure
In total, 23 studies investigated the effect of presenting drugrelated cues as compared to neutral stimuli (generally visually presented) to individuals with alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, ecstasy, heroin, methamphetamine, or nicotine addiction. Whereas most studies employed passive viewing paradigms, some integrated drug cue exposure with a decision-making or inhibitory control task. The large majority of studies reported significant behavioral effects, such as increased subjective craving, increased endorsement of the drug, or increased approach behavior during drug cue presentation in individuals with addiction (Table S1 ). Further, 70% of studies reported significant group differences in brain function at a whole-brain level, most consistently reporting an upregulation of the reward network (ventral striatum, rACC/sgACC, dmPFC, OFC, and aPFC; 10 out of 16 studies with any whole-brain effects) during drug cue exposure (Table S1 ). This upregulation of the reward network was often accompanied by a significant increase of activation levels in the salience, habit, executive, self-directed, and memory networks, with the effects in the salience network being second most consistent (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL; reported in 50% of studies with significant results at the whole-brain level; see Figure 4A for a visual summary of the effects). This pattern of upregulation of multiple brain networks during drug cue exposure was found in cannabis, cocaine, and heroin users, with effects being most evident in heroin users, independent of drug use status (3 out of 4 studies; Li et al., 2012 Li et al., , 2015 TabatabaeiJafari et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014) . In alcohol and nicotine addiction, effects seemed to be somewhat weaker, as many studies did not report any significant findings or only reported upregulation of the reward network (Table S1 ).
In summary, individuals with drug addiction demonstrated hyperactivation of the reward, salience, habit, self-directed, memory, and executive networks during drug cue exposure ( Figure 4A ), networks which are involved in the appraisal of the We found consistent impairments in brain function in six large-scale brain networks during four different tasks, suggesting broad multi-faceted impairments of multiple domains across tasks. Whereas the involvement of specific brain networks was task specific, we generally observed increased engagement of relevant brain networks during exposure to drug cues but a blunted brain response during non-drug-related tasks, as predicted by the iRISA model. These aberrant brain activation patterns were observed across addictions, independent of use status. subjective value of the drug cue encountered, automatization of the reaction toward this cue, directing attentional resources toward processing a cue, selecting or inhibiting a behavioral response, activating self-focused cognitive processes, as well as flexible learning and memory. We propose that these networks engage each other when an addicted individual encounters a drug-related cue, in accordance with the main hypothesis of the iRISA model, which states that drug-related processing is associated with an increased engagement of relevant brain networks. Interestingly, the large number of networks involved demonstrates the complexity of the individual's reaction during passive viewing. Specifically, our results indicate that even a ''simple'' craving provocation task involves brain systems beyond the networks mostly studied in addiction research (e.g., brain regions involved in value appraisal, habit learning, and response inhibition; Belin et al., 2016; Everitt and Robbins, 2016) to encompass brain systems supporting higher cognitive processes (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011) . Results were in accordance with previous neuroimaging meta-analyses, which have reported that the cue reactivity effect is anchored in the ventral striatum but extends to multiple large-scale brain networks (Chase et al., 2011; K€ uhn and Gallinat, 2011) . Given the involvement of multiple ''higher cognitive'' brain systems, this result underscores the need for more research into the functional role of networks, such as the self-directed and memory network in addiction.
Non-drug Rewards
The response to non-drug rewards (usually monetary rewards) was investigated by 12 studies conducted in individuals with alcohol, cannabis, or cocaine addiction. As recent research demonstrates a possible impairment of decision-making processes in addiction (Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2018), we separately reviewed non-drug-related reward processing without (reviewed here) or with a decision-making framework (reviewed below). The ''non-decision-making'' reward tasks reviewed here generally consisted of an anticipation phase, during which win or loss expectancies were created, and an outcome phase, during which win or loss outcomes were realized. The most commonly used task was the monetary incentive delay (MID) task, which signals to participants which phase they are in (win or loss) and determines the outcome of each trial depending on how quickly participants respond to a short target with variable onset (Knutson et al., 2000) . The majority of the reviewed studies (9 out of 12) did not report significant differences in behavioral performance between addicted individuals and healthy controls (Table S1) . Moreover, only 50% of the reviewed studies reported any significant effects on brain function at the whole-brain level, with mostly contradictory results (Table S1 ). None of the significant brain effects reported during either task phases (anticipation versus outcome) or reward condition (win versus loss) were reliably (without contradiction) replicated across two studies. Decision Making Non-drug reward processing (monetary rewards) within a decision-making framework was investigated by another 14 studies, conducted in alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, or stimulant addiction. All tasks again included an anticipation and outcome phase, as well as win and loss conditions, but now also incorporated a choice component that allowed for assessing gambling behavior. The most commonly used task paradigm was the Iowa gambling task (IGT), which required participants to choose between smaller immediate monetary rewards with occasional small losses that yield a net gain and larger immediate rewards with occasional large losses that yield a net loss (Bechara et al., 1994) . Overall, the quality of the reviewed studies was high, with the large majority of studies using well-matched (narrow) control conditions (e.g., contrasting lowwith high-reward or low-with high-risk conditions). In comparison to monetary reward tasks without a choice component, the majority of the studies reviewed here (10 out of 14) reported significant behavioral effects (Table S1 ). Addicted individuals reacted more slowly, were slower to learn reward contingencies, incurred significantly greater losses, showed less adaptation of their behavior after losses, selected more risky choices after losses, and selected more risky choices overall. The most robust findings were greater overall losses and a tendency to choose more risky options (Arcurio et al., 2015; Beylergil et al., 2017; Gowin et al., 2017; Koester et al., 2013; Kohno et al., 2014; Tanabe et al., 2013; Wesley et al., 2011; Yamamoto et al., 2014) . Further, 100% of the reviewed studies reported significant brain effects at a whole-brain level. Whereas only three studies reported (inconsistent) effects related to win anticipation or when realizing win outcomes, observed brain patterns when anticipating or realizing negative outcomes were very consistent. Specifically, during loss anticipation, when realizing losses or tracking prediction errors, individuals with addiction demonstrated a disengagement of the salience (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL), reward (ventral striatum, rACC/sgACC, dmPFC, OFC, and aPFC), and executive networks (vlPFC/dlPFC), with some studies additionally finding reduced recruitment of the habit (dorsal striatum) and self-directed (PCC/precuneus) networks (Table S1 ; Figure 4B ). Such a pattern of disengagement was consistently observed across all studies that reported any significant brain effects for these phases (Beylergil et al., 2017; Gowin et al., 2017; Gradin et al., 2014; Harlé et al., 2014; Stewart et al., 2014; Tanabe et al., 2013; Wesley et al., 2011; Worhunsky et al., 2017) . Findings converged between ''traditional'' contrast analyses and more sophisticated computational approaches that investigated brain regions involved in tracking prediction errors by Bayesian modeling (Beylergil et al., 2017; Tanabe et al., 2013) . Results were further consistent across the range of addictions studied, with no evidence for an influence of drug use status (Table S1 ). Finally, whereas there were few effects during the decision-making phase, two studies reported disengagement of the executive network (vlPFC/dlPFC) during high-risk or difficult decisions (Kohno et al., 2014; Meade et al., 2017) .
In summary, we found that gambling with monetary rewards led to a disengagement of brain networks, particularly during the anticipation and realization of monetary loss. The current review thus points to an intriguing specificity of (strong) group differences for risky or difficult decisions and negative outcomes. The observed pattern of disengagement reported involved the reward, salience, and executive networks-suggesting an impairment of value appraisal, salience attribution, and response inhibition-but extended to the habit and self-directed networks ( Figure 4B ), thus also involving brain systems that are crucial in evaluating behavioral outcomes, learning, and self-regulation.
Whereas we did not observe consistent brain effects during win anticipation or positive outcomes, a recent, more focused metaanalysis that specifically looked at low-risk trials with positive outcomes in monetary gambling tasks demonstrated a similarly blunted brain response during anticipation of positive outcomes in drug-addicted individuals (Luijten et al., 2017) . Taken together, results suggest that a blunted brain response in situations of uncertainty-when making decisions-and after realized negative outcomes may potentially underlie persistent drug use despite catastrophic consequences in addiction. Overall, the results also confirm the predictions made by the iRISA model, with the reduced engagement of crucial brain networks when addicted individuals were gambling for monetary rewards (non-drugrelated processing) standing in stark contrast to the hyperengagement of the same brain networks during drug-related processing. Our results support a multi-faceted account of the functional impairment in drug addiction, involving multiple brain systems beyond the ones studied most intensively to date. As such, the results presented here converge with accounts that conceptualize decision making as a multistage process that entails the subjective assessment of value and self-relevance, the modeling of a possible outcome space, the selection and inhibition of potential responses, and instrumental as well as flexible learning processes (Doll et al., 2015; Lucantonio et al., 2012; Schultz, 2000; Shohamy and Daw, 2015) . More refined computational modeling approaches (which may require larger sample sizes than in the reviewed studies) may help to disentangle the specific processes involved in the future.
Inhibitory Control
The most commonly used task paradigm in the reviewed literature was response inhibition. A total of 30 studies investigated inhibitory control in individuals with alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, ecstasy, methamphetamine, nicotine, or stimulant addiction. The large majority of these studies measured brain function during inhibition of a motor response, using the Stroop, Flanker, go/no go, or stop signal task. These button press tasks generally create a conflict condition, in which withholding a motor response is difficult and hence requires inhibitory control. In some studies, task difficulty was increased by using drug-related stimuli during the conflict condition. Further, two studies investigated cognitive inhibitory control with an emotion reappraisal paradigm (Albein-Urios et al., 2014; Zimmermann et al., 2017) . Out of the 30 reviewed studies, only 13 studies reported a significantly impaired performance in individuals with addiction, measured either by slower responses and lower accuracy in button-press tasks or by self-report during cognitive reappraisal tasks (Table S1 ). Nevertheless, 77% of the studies reported significant brain effects at the whole-brain level. During the conflict/ reappraisal condition, individuals with addiction consistently showed significantly decreased recruitment of the salience network (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL; Albein-Urios et al., 2014; Czapla et al., 2017; Fryer et al., 2013; Harlé et al., 2014; Jan et al., 2014; Kober et al., 2014; Luijten et al., 2013; Moeller et al., 2014a Moeller et al., , 2014b , often accompanied by significantly decreased engagement of the executive (vlPFC/dlPFC) and memory (hippocampus/parahippocampus) networks (Table S1 ; Figure 4C ). Importantly, studies that did not contrast the conflict condition with a neutral control condition (when looking at group differences) generally reported negative findings or findings that did not converge with other studies Moeller et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2017) , whereas well-controlled studies or studies using computational modeling approaches reported more extensive effects implicating the salience, executive, and memory networks during conflict/conflict anticipation (Harlé et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015; Kober et al., 2014) and the executive and memory networks during successful stops (Harlé et al., 2014) . This overall pattern was similar across different types of drug addiction, with the exception of one study conducted in young, highly educated ecstasy users, who did not demonstrate a behavioral impairment of inhibitory control and showed an increased engagement of the executive and salience networks, potentially indicating a preserved compensatory response (Roberts and Garavan, 2010) . Similar effects were reported independent of drug use status.
The hypoactivation of relevant brain networks during inhibitory control provides yet another example of a blunted brain response during non-drug-related processing (when participants are not engaged by drug cues), as predicted by the iRISA model. The results suggest impairments in redirecting attentional resources, response selection (inhibition), and flexible learning during response inhibition. Hence, the empirical evidence again supports multi-faceted impairments in addiction, even for relatively simple tasks. In contrast to the previous tasks, the reward network was not implicated during inhibitory control, possibly because most studies did not employ drug stimuli or other reinforcers and thus did not entail an appraisal aspect. Studies in which drug stimuli were integrated did show aberrant involvement of the reward network (Czapla et al., 2017; Tomasi et al., 2010) . Overall, results were consistent with previous neuroimaging reviews and meta-analyses that have implicated either the executive network or both the salience and the executive networks as the anchors of an impaired inhibitory control effect in drug addiction (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011; Luijten et al., 2014) . They also corroborate reviews of the animal literature, which have suggested that both the salience and executive networks support motor response inhibition (Dalley et al., 2011; Ersche et al., 2012a) . However, in contrast to previous reviews and meta-analyses, the results presented here additionally suggest an involvement of the memory network in impaired inhibitory control, potentially underlying impaired learning during task performance.
Social-Emotional Processing
Twenty studies explored brain function by employing socialemotional stimuli (faces or interactive scenes) to provoke an emotional reaction in individuals with alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, and nicotine addiction. The large majority of studies used passive (picture viewing) or relatively easy tasks (e.g., evaluating if a picture was taken indoors). Whereas all included studies investigated reactivity to aversive stimuli, eight research groups additionally included stimuli with positive valence or drug stimuli (reviewed above). As many studies did not ask participants to rate the emotional valence of the presented stimuli, only four studies reported significant group differences in perceived emotional intensity, with addicted individuals showing higher distress and state anxiety and lower positive emotion (Daughters et Table S1 ). Significant brain effects at the whole-brain level were found in 95% of studies. Independent of the task (passive viewing, non-emotional, or emotional) and valence of the stimuli (pleasant or unpleasant), studies consistently reported a downregulation of the reward (ventral striatum, rACC/sgACC, dmPFC, OFC, and aPFC), salience (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL) and executive (vlPFC/ dlPFC) networks during social-emotional processing, often accompanied by reduced recruitment of the memory (hippocampus/parahippocampus) and self-directed (PCC/precuneus) networks (Asensio et al., 2010; Caldwell et al., 2015; Canterberry et al., 2016; Costumero et al., 2017; Gilman et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2014; Landi et al., 2011; Maurage et al., 2012; Payer et al., 2011 Payer et al., , 2012 Roberts and Garavan, 2013; Seo et al., 2013; Wesley et al., 2016;  Table S1 ; Figure 4D ). Well-controlled studies using narrow contrasts and active task paradigms (Caldwell et al., 2015; Maurage et al., 2012) or highly salient stimuli (e.g., infant cries or erotic stimuli: Costumero et al., 2017; Landi et al., 2011) generally showed the most extensive effects, implicating several brain networks. Compared to nicotine/ cocaine addiction, brain effects in alcohol/cannabis addiction were somewhat less extensive, with specifically the reward network being less consistently implicated (Table S1 ). No effects were reported in the single study investigating heroin addiction (Table S1 ). As with other tasks, effects did not seem to be modulated by drug use status.
The observed disengagement of multiple brain networks during social-emotional processing presents a third example of a blunted response during non-drug-related processing, as suggested by the iRISA model. Again, individuals with addiction demonstrated reduced engagement of multiple brain circuits involved in the appraisal of subjective valence, assessment of self-relevance, redirection of attention, selection (inhibition) of an appropriate response, and flexible learning. Slight differences between different addicted populations (which need to be evaluated in direct comparisons in the future) suggest that differences in the preferred primary drug of choice (e.g., stimulants versus other drugs) may particularly affect social-emotional processing, as previously proposed in a review of the animal literature, which concluded that opioids may have a less interruptive effect on social interaction as compared to other drugs (Blanco-Gandía et al., 2015) . Overall, the results corroborate the role of affective dysregulation in the maintenance of drug addiction (Cheetham et al., 2010; Mantsch et al., 2016; Sinha, 2008; Zilverstand et al., 2017) and suggest that the impairment in brain function in drug-addicted individuals during socialemotional processing is characterized by a shift away from non-drug-related rewards (such as social rewards) to drugrelated rewards (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011; Heilig et al., 2016) . Sensory Processing Four studies investigated sensory processing in methamphetamine and stimulant addiction. Two studies employed a breathing paradigm, which creates aversive sensations, whereas the other two studies used a soft touch paradigm, inducing pleasant sensations. Brain function during the sensory stimulation phase was compared with a resting phase. In all four studies, individuals with addiction did not report differences in the subjective sensory experience (Table S1 ). However, there were significant brain effects, indicating decreased engagement of the sensory cortices, the salience (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL), and executive (vlPFC/dlPFC) networks (May et al., 2013; Stewart et al., 2014 Stewart et al., , 2015 in addicted individuals. During aversive sensory processing, reduced activation levels in the reward network (ventral striatum, dmPFC, and aPFC) were also observed (Stewart et al., , 2015  Table S1 ). In summary, observed impairments were again characterized by a disengagement of brain networks during non-drug-related processing, specifically in regions supporting valence appraisal, attentional processes, and response selection.
Attention and Working Memory
We identified six studies investigating attention or working memory in individuals with alcohol, cannabis, or nicotine addiction. The low number of studies was surprising, particularly as no recent studies were performed in illicit drug users (beyond cannabis). From the six reviewed studies, only one reported an effect of chronic drug use on behavioral performance (Table S1) , with smokers showing improved accuracy during an attention task compared to non-smoking controls (Rose et al., 2010) . Further, none of the studies reported alterations in brain function that were specific to a task condition that required increased attention or working memory load (Table S1 ).
Associations with Drug Use
Across all different task paradigms reviewed, activation levels in the reward network (ventral striatum, rACC/sgACC, dmPFC, OFC, and aPFC) showed significant associations with drug use in 24% of the studies with significant whole-brain effects, even when results from region-of-interest analyses were excluded (only regions from significant whole-brain analyses were included in Table S1 ). Engagement of the reward network was consistently positively correlated with craving, addiction severity, use duration, frequency of use, and relapse in alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, heroin, and nicotine addiction, independent of the employed task paradigm (Costumero et al., 2017; Cousijn et al., 2013a Cousijn et al., , 2013b Cousijn et al., , 2014 Filbey et al., 2016; Fryer et al., 2013; Gowin et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2014; Kober et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Seo et al., 2013; Worhunsky et al., 2013;  Table S1 ; see Figure 5A for a visual summary). Further, participation in cognitive-behavioral therapy reduced activation levels in the reward network (Worhunsky et al., 2013 ; Table S1 ). These effects were consistently reported across all different addictions with the exception of methamphetamine dependence (studies in this population did not report investigating brain-drug use correlations). Whereas correlations between reward network activations and drug use were found during cue exposure, decision making, inhibitory control, attention, working memory, and social-emotional tasks, the cue exposure task seemed to be the best suited to probe associations based on the number of studies reporting these correlations in whole-brain analyses. Beyond the reward network, the second most consistent link between drug use and brain function was found for the executive network (vlPFC/dlPFC). Severity of addiction was linked to a disengagement of this network (Cousijn et al., 2012; Harlé et al., 2014; Vollst€ adt-Klein et al., 2011) , whereas abstinence and treatment upregulated it (Costumero et al., 2017; Gradin et al., 2014; Kober et al., 2014 ; Tabatabaei-Jafari et al., 2014; Worhunsky et al., 2013; Table S1 ; The reviewed results suggest a crucial role of the habit network in phases of marked behavioral change, such as during the initiation of drug use and relapse. In contrast, impairments in the salience and executive networks were not only linked to the prediction of early abuse in adolescence and relapse, they also correlated with current drug use and were modulated by therapeutic interventions. The association between salience network activation and drug use was only observed in individuals with cannabis and stimulant addiction (non-filled arrow). The reward network showed a strong upregulation with frequent and long-term drug use, which was also predictive of relapse and reversed during therapeutic interventions. The memory network was specifically involved during therapeutic cognitive interventions. Figure 5A ). This effect again spanned addictions, being reported in cannabis, cocaine, heroin, nicotine, and stimulant users. Beyond the reward and executive networks, activation levels in the salience network (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL) were consistently increased with more frequent use in cannabis addiction (Cousijn et al., 2013b (Cousijn et al., , 2014 Ford et al., 2014; Table S1 ; Figure 5A ). Reports on the effect of craving, withdrawal, lifetime use, and addiction severity on the engagement of the salience network were inconsistent, however, strikingly only observed in cannabis, nicotine, and stimulant users, indicating that there may be a drug-specific effect (Table S1 ). This effect may be non-linear; whereas recent cocaine and cannabis abstainers (<6 months) showed increased engagement of the salience network (Costumero et al., 2017; Gowin et al., 2017; Kober et al., 2014) , a longitudinal study demonstrated that this effect reversed over time, showing decreased engagement with longer abstinence at 1-year follow-up (Kober et al., 2014) . The remaining three brain networks were less consistently linked to real-life drug use. The self-directed network (PCC/precuneus) was upregulated during craving (Filbey et al., 2016; Fryer et al., 2013; Seo et al., 2013) , but links to addiction severity, lifetime use, abstinence, and treatment were not consistently reported (Table S1 ; Figure 5A) . Surprisingly, the habit network (dorsal striatum) was not consistently implicated in brain-drug use correlations. Whereas correlations with craving, frequency of use, addiction severity, and abstinence and a modulation by participation in cognitive behavioral therapy were found, these effects generally did not replicate across studies (Table S1 ). Similarly, associations between engagement of the memory network (hippocampus/parahippocampus) and craving, lifetime use, addiction severity, treatment, and abstinence were not replicated across studies (Table S1 ), which may in part be due to underreporting (lack of analyses) for brain regions less often implicated in the addiction literature.
In summary, we found consistent associations between reallife drug use and activation levels of the reward and executive networks, independent of the primary drug of choice, with reward network activation being positively correlated with almost any drug use variables investigated and reduced recruitment of the executive network being linked to increased addiction severity and inability to remain abstinent. This consistent link with drug use duration and frequency may represent an important biomarker of drug use (potentially reflecting direct effects of a drug and amenable for targeting for intervention purposes). In particular, the quantitative relation between drug consumption and upregulation of the reward network may constitute an important biomarker to predict escalation of drug use. For the salience network, we found a modulation by use frequency, which interestingly seemed restricted to cannabis and stimulant users. The observed effects in the reviewed studies support a potential ''incubation of craving'' effect in this network, mirroring results from earlier preclinical work (Pickens et al., 2011 ) and a recent event-related potential study in cocaine-addicted humans . In this study, we reported that an objective marker of motivated attention toward drug cues increased over time (at one and six months of abstinence) before decreasing again (at one year of abstinence; Parvaz et al., 2016) . Finally, we found that activation levels in the self-directed network were correlated with subjective craving and that there was no consistent link between drug use and the engagement of the habit and memory networks, suggesting that the impairments in these networks may not be a direct consequence of drug use. We hence speculate that, as the habit and memory networks both subserve learning, their engagement may be better indicative of a behavioral change (e.g., initiation of drug use or therapeutic treatment). Importantly, however, the strong link between engagement of the reward, salience, and executive networks and daily drug use supports the second hypothesis of the iRISA model, whereby impairments in value assessment, redirection of attentional control, and response inhibition are the core mechanisms involved in the maintenance of drug addiction. Adolescents at Risk for Drug Use Another route to investigating the behavioral relevance of impairments in brain function is by understanding which impairments may reflect a risk factor to the initiation of drug use. Here, we highlight three larger studies that employed neuroimaging in adolescents to investigate brain function before the onset of substance abuse (selection criteria: n > 15; corrected whole-brain analysis; drug-naive adolescents). All three studies used an inhibitory control task. Youth with a family history of alcoholism demonstrated reduced engagement of the habit (dorsal striatum), salience (dACC), and executive (vlPFC) networks at 7-12 years of age in the conflict condition (Hardee et al., 2014) . In substance-naive youth, decreased recruitment of the habit (dorsal striatum) and executive (vlPFC/dlPFC) networks during inhibitory control predicted heavy alcohol drinking four to five years later (Norman et al., 2011; Wetherill et al., 2013 ; see Figure 5B ). Together, these three studies suggest that a decreased recruitment of the habit, salience, and executive networks during inhibitory control, and hence impairments in instrumental learning, attentional control, and response selection (inhibition), may be a precursor and risk factor for drug use. Interestingly, this points to a specific role of impaired instrumental learning in early onset drug use, as the habit network did not show aberrant function in adults who performed inhibitory control tasks. Impairments in brain systems supporting attentional control and response inhibition, in contrast, were found both in at risk youth and adults, modulated by drug use frequency in the latter, indicating that these impairments may be both a precursor and a consequence of drug use. These neuroimaging studies hence converge with earlier preclinical findings and research on familial risk, suggesting that impaired inhibitory control may be a neurocognitive endophenotype for addiction, contributing to the vulnerability to become addicted (Belin et al., 2008; Ersche et al., 2012b; Robbins et al., 2012) and further showing exacerbation with actual drug use . Predicting Relapse Equally important, longitudinal neuroimaging designs may be used to investigate whether brain function predicts success in maintaining abstinence in addicted adults. Here, we summarize results from five studies employing the reviewed tasks (n > 15; corrected whole-brain analysis; longitudinal with or without a control group). Increased activation levels in the reward network (ventral striatum) when watching drug cues predicted relapse in heroin users up to 90 days later . In cocaine users, increased engagement of the salience (anterior insula) and habit (dorsal putamen) networks during drug cue exposure was predictive of having a positive urine screen a week later (Prisciandaro et al., 2013) . Together, these two studies suggest that increased involvement of these brain networks during drugrelated processing is predictive of relapse ( Figure 5C ), again pointing to a possible role for instrumental learning (engagement of the habit network) in periods of behavioral change. In contrast to these findings for approach behavior, a disengagement of the reward (rACC) and executive (vlPFC) networks during socialemotional processing (stressful cues) indicated the likelihood of relapse up to 1 year later in individuals with alcohol addiction, with the brain being a better predictor than behavioral measures of craving and use history (Seo et al., 2013) . Similarly, decreased engagement of the executive network (vlPFC) and salience (dACC) networks during inhibitory control was linked to failure to remain abstinent for up to eight weeks (Worhunsky et al., 2013) or three months (Luo et al., 2013) in cocaine users and relapse at one year follow-up in cannabis users (Kober et al., 2014 ; Figure 5C ). These results converge with recent reviews of neuroimaging studies in humans (which also included region of interest studies), implicating the reward (ventral striatum), habit (dorsal striatum), salience (dACC), and executive (vlPFC) networks in relapse prediction (Courtney et al., 2016; Moeller et al., 2016) , as well as with seminal work on reinstatement of drug seeking in animals, which has implicated the reward network (Mantsch et al., 2016; Pickens et al., 2011) . Importantly, as the same brain networks (except for the reward network) were also found to underlie vulnerability in youth at risk, brain function in the habit, salience, and executive networks may predict crucial transitions throughout the drug addiction cycle (onset of substance abuse, transition to addiction, and chronic relapse). These results again support the second hypothesis of iRISA on the crucial role of impaired response inhibition and salience attribution in underlying the chronically relapsing nature of the cycle of addiction. Change through Treatment Yet another avenue to study brain function in drug addiction is to follow the potential recovery of the brain once an individual undergoes treatment. Several comprehensive reviews on the neural correlates of therapeutic change have recently been published. We previously conducted a meta-analysis on the effects of pharmacological (e.g., agonists: nicotine patch or methadone; cognitive enhancers: modafinil or methylphenidate) and cognitive therapeutic interventions (e.g., cognitive-behavioral therapy, self-regulation techniques, and motivational interventions) in alcohol, nicotine, opioid, and stimulant addiction (Konova et al., 2013) . We concluded that the common neural targets of established and efficacious pharmacological and cognitive interventions are the reward (ventral striatum and OFC) and executive (vlPFC) networks, with cognitive interventions showing more extensive engagement of the executive network (vlPFC and dlPFC) and additional involvement of the salience (dACC) and self-directed (precuneus) networks. Whereas we could not investigate directionality of the effects using this method, the reward and executive networks showed a dose-response effect and were implicated independently of the primary drug of use (Konova et al., 2013) . In a second, more recent review, we investigated the directionality of effects induced by cognitive interventions (Zilverstand et al., 2016) . We found that the cognitive regulation of craving consistently increased activation levels in the executive (vlPFC) and salience (dACC) networks, whereas it reduced the engagement of the reward network (ventral striatum and OFC). Second, we found that motivational interventions upregulated the executive (vlPFC) and memory (parahippocampus) networks. Third, mindfulness training reduced activation levels in the reward network (sgACC), and fourth, neurofeedback training aimed at downregulating activation levels of the reward network (sgACC) reduced craving (see Figure 5D for summary; Zilverstand et al., 2016) . Finally, in a third review on treatment mechanisms, we focused on cognitive inhibitory control (across psychiatric disorders, including drug addiction), concluding that reduced engagement of the executive network (vlPFC/dlPFC) is the main impairment during cognitive reappraisal in individuals with impaired mental health . Taken together, these reviews suggest the importance of the reward, salience, and executive networks in therapeutic change in general, further highlighting that other networks, such as the memory network, may be targeted only by specific interventions (e.g., motivational interventions; Zilverstand et al., 2016) . Importantly, all three reviews suggest that therapeutic interventions can normalize (to a certain extent) the impairments of brain function in drug-addicted individuals.
Resting State as a Biomarker
Whereas task-based neuroimaging paradigms may be well suited to understanding the behavioral, emotional, and cognitive mechanisms underlying drug addiction, neuroimaging brain function at rest may be better suited to assess longitudinal change, as the ''resting state'' paradigm allows the measure of brain function unbiased by (changing) task performance. Hence, we evaluated here whether brain function during rest may reflect similar impairments as seen during task performance. The earliest systematic review of resting-state brain patterns in drug addiction was done by Sutherland et al. (2012) , who proposed, based on the literature on nicotine addiction, that the salience (anterior insula and dACC) and executive (dlPFC) networks are tightly coupled during smoking, whereas they ''uncouple'' during abstinence. They further suggested that this effect is observed because the salience network ''engages'' the executive network during acute nicotine administration, orienting the individual's attention toward drug use, whereas the disengagement of these two networks during abstinence impairs non-drug-related processing (Sutherland et al., 2012) . We reached a very similar conclusion in another comprehensive and recent review, encompassing 23 studies on chronic stimulant use (Zilverstand et al., 2018) . We found tightened coupling between the reward (ventral striatum, rACC/sgACC, and OFC), salience (anterior insula and dACC), habit (dorsal striatum), and memory (hippocampus) networks in chronic stimulant users, as well as enhanced coupling of all of these networks with the extended executive network (vlPFC, dlPFC, premotor, supplementary motor area, and superior parietal lobe; Figure 6 ). We concluded that the observed hyper-engagement of the executive network by the salience network during drug (nicotine) administration may solidify into a chronic state during long-term stimulant use, potentially underlying the impairments in brain function during task performance reviewed above. Importantly, five of the six brain networks implicated during task performance (all but the selfdirected network) also showed abnormal coupling during resting state (Zilverstand et al., 2018) , suggesting that the resting-state paradigm (that can be administered to subjects who cannot perform selected tasks) may indeed be optimal for tracking brain function in these networks along the different phases (inclusive of intoxication and withdrawal) of the addiction cycle.
Conclusions
The current review summarizes the neuroimaging literature on cognitive and emotional impairments in individuals with drug addictions. We found consistent impairments in brain function in six large-scale brain networks during four different tasks, suggesting broad multi-faceted impairments of multiple dimensions across tasks-consistent with reports in the literature on widespread impairment of cognitive and emotional function in drug addiction (Spronk et al., 2013) and widespread changes in brain function in controlled longitudinal animal studies investigating chronic drug use (Beveridge et al., 2008) . Whereas the involvement of specific brain networks was task specific, we generally observed increased engagement of relevant brain networks during exposure to drug cues but a blunted brain response during non-drug-related tasks, as predicted by the iRISA model (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011) . However, we also found an intriguingly systematic pattern-across tasks-in the way these changes related to daily drug use. The reviewed results suggest a crucial role of the habit network in phases of marked behavioral change, such as during the initiation of drug use and relapse, consistent with theories that implicate this network in the ''transition from voluntary, recreational drug use to compulsive drug-seeking habits'' (Everitt and Robbins, 2016) . In contrast, impairments in the salience and executive networks were not only linked to the prediction of early abuse in adolescence and relapse; they also correlated with current drug use and were modulated by therapeutic interventions, consistent with a central role of impaired response inhibition and salience attribution throughout the addiction cycle as proposed by the iRISA model (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011) . The reward network showed a strong upregulation with frequent and long-term drug use, demonstrating In chronic stimulant users, the reward, salience, habit, and memory networks demonstrated enhanced coupling with each other, as well as with the executive network, whereas a decreased coupling was observed within the executive control network. Five of the six networks implicated in aberrant task performance (excluding the selfdirected network) showed altered resting-state connectivity.
a dose-response relationship with excessive drug use, which was also predictive of relapse and reversed during therapeutic interventions. This upregulation of the reward network is consistent with the notion of dysregulated appraisal of the subjective value of the addictive substance in later stages of abuse as a direct effect of drug use, as suggested by all major theories on addiction (e.g., Everitt and Robbins, 2016; Goldstein and Volkow, 2011; Koob and Volkow, 2016) but particularly within decision-making frameworks on addition (Schoenbaum et al., 2016) . Somewhat less expected, the memory network was specifically involved during cognitive therapeutic interventions, which may be related to the need to reverse habitual responding by engaging the memory network to support flexible learning. The basic neuroscience literature supports this, as it suggests that the brain systems for habit learning and flexible learning compete with each other (White et al., 2013) . Hence, our findings on this network may be seen as an extension of existing theories on the role of habitual responding in addiction and may be related to recent research suggesting that reduced hippocampal engagement may constitute a risk factor for addiction (Everitt and Robbins, 2016) . Importantly, our previous reviews on the mechanisms of therapeutic interventions suggest that it is possible, to a certain extent, to normalize brain function of the impaired networks, such as the memory network (Konova et al., 2013; Zilverstand et al., 2016 Zilverstand et al., , 2017 . Finally, the selfdirected network was implicated in subjective craving, consistent with a role in higher cognitive self-regulatory processes (Moeller and Goldstein, 2014) . Overall, we conclude that the recent findings of the neuroimaging literature support the hypotheses of the iRISA model and other leading theories on addiction and demonstrate the usefulness of a combined empirical-theoretical approach in understanding this complex disorder. Strengths, Limitations, and Recommendations A possible strength of the current review encompasses the stringent selection criteria that we used to filter the results; only results from corrected whole-brain analyses were included due to concerns about false positives in the neuroimaging literature (Eklund et al., 2015) . This was possible as the statistical rigor of the neuroimaging studies performed since our last review in 2011 (Goldstein and Volkow, 2011) has increased considerably, which contributed substantially to the observed convergence of effects across high-quality studies. Second, we did not perform a meta-analysis, as this allowed us to aggregate the data on the level of brain networks. Considering the diverse literature, this approach allowed the meaningful integration of results across heterogeneous populations and study designs (and note concordance with previous meta-analyses on specific subtopics). For delineation of the discussed brain networks, we used well-cited basic neuroscience literature, ensuring that the inclusion or exclusion of regions in networks (e.g., the premotor cortex and supplementary motor area may be considered to be part of the executive network) did not affect any of the general conclusions. Our systematic review was based on the consistency with which certain brain networks were implicated in group comparisons, discussing all brain networks of which any region was named in more than 30% of the studies (with the exception of the visual network, which was named in 40% of studies but is exceptionally large). One brain region that was surprisingly not implicated by this approach was the amygdala (also not in social-emotional tasks; see Table S2 ). This negative finding may be due in part to our systematic review approach, which biases results against brain regions with small effects sizes, such as the amygdala (due to its small size and susceptibility artifacts in neuroimaging). However, of note is that, using very similar methods in a previous review, we did find consistent effects for amygdala function in individuals with depression .
Using this systematic review approach, six brain networks were most often implicated across tasks. Whereas the involvement of the reward (ventral striatum, rACC/sgACC, dmPFC, OFC, and aPFC), habit (dorsal striatum), salience (anterior insula, dACC, and IPL), and executive (vlPFC and dlPFC) networks followed expectations (considering the overwhelming focus of the neuroimaging addiction literature on these four networks), the strong implication of the self-directed (PCC/precuneus) and memory (hippocampus and parahippocampus) networks deserves special mention. We previously emphasized the importance of deficits in self-directed processing and self-awareness in understanding decision making and choice in drug addiction (see Goldstein et al. 2009 and Goldstein, 2014 for reviews); nevertheless, this topic is still novel in addiction research. We and others also previously discussed the importance of learning and memory processes to drug addiction (Everitt and Robbins, 2016; Goldstein and Volkow, 2002) , and although the involvement of the hippocampus/parahippocampus system in extinction of drug-related conditioning (Konova et al., 2017) and recovery from addiction (Lee et al., 2017) has been recently recognized, there is little research in drug addiction with a focus on flexible learning as supported by this brain network.
Some of the negative findings in this review, such as the lack of effects in monetary reward processing outside of a decisionmaking context or the lack of working memory effects in the studies employing a classic ''N-back task'' paradigm, suggest that novel task paradigms integrating these neuropsychological functions into a relevant behavioral context may be advantageous. Further, given that the behavioral literature on drug addiction clearly demonstrates replicable attention and working memory deficits in alcohol and cannabis users (Ferná ndezSerrano et al., 2011) , as well as stimulant and opioid users (Baldacchino et al., 2012; Woicik et al., 2009) , the paucity of neuroimaging studies (during the reviewed period) on working memory, attentional processing, and learning was surprising and calls for more research on these topics. Also, whereas the reviewed studies on sensory processing provided very promising results, the number of studies on this topic precluded us from drawing any conclusions.
Another research gap revealed by this review was the scarcity of group-controlled whole-brain studies in nicotine addiction, as well as the overall low number of studies in opioid addiction. These gaps in research were somewhat offset, however, by the convergence of the general results across different substance addictions or at least across the three major addictions reviewed: alcohol; cannabis; and illicit stimulant addiction. However, because our methods were biased toward finding converging effects, a direct, and more valid, comparison between different addicted populations would comprise an exciting future research, particularly as the literature suggests that there may be differences in strength of impairments of certain task dimensions between opioid and stimulant addiction (Badiani et al., 2011) . Similarly, neuroimaging studies allowing well-powered gender comparisons are very much needed. Also, the interesting but limited incursion into therapeutic interventions in addiction clearly merits more investigation (e.g., of dose effects, including training duration and generalizability, and individual differences) for the purpose of precision medicine in addiction. Further, whereas there is a substantial number of studies that aim at predicting clinical outcomes based on brain activation, many studies do not use methods beyond correlational approaches and hence cannot evaluate the unique contribution of select predictors. Last, the literature reviewed here was heavily biased toward cross-sectional research, calling for more within-study designs to investigate interesting phenomena, such as incubation of craving, and longitudinal studies on larger timescales, which could help differentiate the precursors from consequences of substance addiction and interrogate theoretical models of addiction that describe how recreational drug use may turn into addictive behavior (Everitt and Robbins, 2016) .
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